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Dance in “West Side Story”

I have been craving to see a good production of “West Side Story” for a few years now. West  

Side Story can be a difficult production to put on as it is heavy in dance, singing, and acting, so I 

wanted to see a professional production. I was happy to get tickets to the national touring cast as they 

came through Capitol Theater this weekend. I have chosen to do my Dance Performance Analysis on 

this show because of its iconic dances and deep message. I have been in the show before so I know that 

part of the requirements for obtaining the rights to perform the show is that you also get the rights to do 

the original choreography by Jerome Robbins. I thought it would be interesting to see how that 

choreography was incorporated in this new production. 

This musical is a modernized version of William Shakespeare’s “Romeo and Juliet,” set in New 

York City in the Mid 1950s. Two rival gangs, the American Jets and new comers, Puerto Rican Sharks, 

are fighting over the neighborhood. But when a American Tony and Puerto Rican Maria fall in love 

these star crossed lovers are in for a tragic ending.

The first dance I wanted to analyze is the opening number “Prologue.” In this dance number we 

are introduced to the struggle for dominance and territory by the two rivalry gangs. The orchestra 

music dies down and on the dirty side streets of New York City is the youth of the Jets Gang. The stage 

is partially lit by shaft of side lighting with some fog, as if the sun is trying to find its way through the 

skyline to illuminate this dirty patch of city ground. Riff the leader walks forward to center stage, in the 

silence he snaps and gains his men's attention, the music follows as a saxophone starts playing. Riffs 

men fall into ranks behind him, he does a few intricate dance steps for a couple measures, his gang 

joins in perfect unison. 



The dance is fast and energetic with a lot of foot work. Arms are Stiff and movements are 

syncopated strongly with the beat. They move in formation like a flock of birds. It always amazes me 

how masculine the dancing looks with all the angles and straight lines. 

A lone Shark enters and the Jets stop dancing to intimidate him, Riff and he stand face to face, 

sizing the other up. The Jets let the shark pass and they file off stage, two Jets linger behind to shouting 

slurs but when a handful of Sharks show up, they leave. This established that this dance is about a 

power struggle between two groups, it's not game of numbers and dominance. 

The Sharks are dancing to the same music, the same masculine and high energy is being 

portrayed, but they make it their own. There is a lot more twisting in their dance, like a matador 

fighting a bull, their hands are more expressive, as if they are angry for being held down by these Jets. 

Their costuming is there own too, where the Jets had more neutral colored t shirts the Sharks wore 

darker toned buttoned up shirts. This contrast of clothing indicates the contrast of cultures between the 

two groups.

More Jets appear then Sharks so the Sharks back away, for the Jets to reclaim the stage. This 

back and forth of who is dominant occurs a couple time until it is just two members, a Jet and a Shark 

left on stage. These two start to dance fight,  this soon spreads to all the members of the gangs. The 

fight is very energetic and even though no one ever physically  lands a blow or kick you can tell by the 

high kicks, leaps, and twirls that this is a representation of a very harsh fight. The steps are very rapid 

and the gangs are still uniformly dancing with their fellow gang members, they have each others backs. 

Their actions are even accentuated in unison by grunts and vocal calls. The music is frantic with heavy 

percussion and complex rhythm. 

The fight culminates in the Sharks capturing a Jet, Baby Jon, he calls out for help as the Sharks 

toss him in the air then circle him center stage as a lead gang member, Bernardo, cuts his face, they 

become a  pulsating group as they beat him. The Jets hear his cry and come to help as a chaotic fight 

erupts. This is not the stylized fight as before, this is hand to hand combat and is only broken up by 



Officer Krupke,  who comes in to separate them while working his beat as a cop. This dance left me 

amazed at  how so much violence can be displayed by dance. 

The second dance I wanted to analyze was a sharp contrast to the first. The Ballet in the second 

act doesn't happen in the movie, but is one of my favorite parts in the stage version. It takes place 

during the song “Somewhere” which indicates Tony and Maria are dreaming of a world somewhere 

where everyone can get along. The scene dramatically changes as set pieces are taken off Tony and 

Maria leave as well, the stage is empty, the cyclorama is tinged a dawning pink as Tony and Marie run 

in, hand in hand, to center stage, this is their dream together.

 They are dressed in White, a  color symbolic of light, truth, and goodness.  Maria stretches out 

her hand and welcomes a pair of Jets onto the stage, Tony stretches out his hand and welcomes a pair of 

Sharks on the stage. Everyone is wearing lighter colors.  A mixture of Jets and Sharks enter the stage 

and scattered around the lite Tony and Maria and look at each other not sure what to do as the orchestra 

plays a light inviting tune. 

Tony and Maria stand by Anybodys, a tomboy outcast Jet girl. This seems to give her courage 

as she is the first one to start to dance light and playful. She takes the hand of a Jet boy and he joins in. 

The dance spreads to the other members who begin to vocally laugh like children enjoying a game of 

tag as they circle Tony and Maria. The laughing really touched me, making me join in on the happiness. 

But I also felt a little sad thinking about how their world would never be like this dream.

 The dance still has a lot of the marked stylized elements of the other choreography in the show, 

a lot of straightened  limbs, pack movement, and use of levels, but there is also softer bows and twirls. 

In little time everyone is inter mixed and dancing around the couple as they kiss, leaping like carousel 

horses. At other points the dancers move together and in a formations to dance in unison, lots of leaping 

as if for joy is seen as Tony and Maria look on in wonder. 

They break out in mixed celebration dancing as even more members of the gang appear on 

stage, everyone encircles Tony and maria as they dance and leap into the air, often with their arms 



stretched out in the freeing motion of flying birds. A Shark girl enters and sings the song “Somewhere” 

as the dance turns into a slower partnered dance where couples are mixed Jets and Sharks. Tony and 

Maria encourage everyone to Join hands as everyone Joins in to sing the song. The dance nears an end 

as the light fade silhouette the  dancers, everyone filters off stage except for Tony and Maria as they 

come forward and the real world appears back around them. 

I felt very caught up in their dream world as they danced. Tony and Maria stood out to me due 

to their minimal involvement in the dance. They seemed to be the one that brought it together and are 

outside observers other then participants. I felt very caught up in the performance, particularly when 

the dancers laughed and played about like children. It make me want to live in “somewhere” in such a 

dream world. 

Seeing this show reinforced why I love theater, and this play, so much more. It was performed 

beautifully and had a wonderful message that we should make piece with each other not war.  Watching 

with the intent to write about it gave me a chance to look deeper into the symbolism of the show, not 

just be swept up in the storyline and I feel that I have walked away with a much deeper understanding 

of its subtleties. 
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Living the Arts

A. What have you learned about the arts from participating in this class?
I have learned much about the arts while in this class, even as my life has 

already been thoroughly drenched with them. This class has helped me gain a better 
understanding of the history behind different genres or art, the cultural significance and 
symbolism between forms. As I have read through the different chapters and sections it 
has given me a chance to think deeper as I have prepared to write the summary and 
inquiry for each sections. It has opened my eyes to how much arts really surround my 
life and to look deeper into the meaning behind the works I see. 

As for the class participation itself, my favorite part was sitting within my group 
for the last presentations to discuss what artistic elements and meaning behind the 
pieces we were viewing. It was neat how different and similar everyone’s 
interpretations could be. But that is the part of the purpose of art, the audience gets to 
interpret the message as they see fit, and there is no wrong answer. 

B. What did you learn about communicative potential (the feeling or meaning) of the arts by 
viewing a live performance?

I spend a good part of my life participating in and viewing live performances as a 
volunteer with my local arts council. This class has, and will, help me think deeper about 
the art form that I love, by defining and connecting the artistic elements vocabulary. Most 
of my theater classes and experience with thinking about live performances has been a 
review on a show, if I liked it or not. This class has challenged me by not asking me to 
evaluate the performance per say, but the artistic elemental meaning that is incorporated 
in the performances. Doing this has helped me to watch a show with greater intent to 
understand the message, not only the plot or entertainment value of a show. 

This lesson is something that will be readily applied in my life as I help plan for 
and execute live performance productions, manage the arts council's website, and 
continue my dream of writing a childrens book series about the arts. 


